sented based on a linear chirped grating. It is shown that this method is fast and can give a straightfor- [1] . In sensing applications, it was widely used 36 in bridge [2] , petroleum tube and coal mine safety monitoring, river 37 surveillance monitoring, civil structural monitoring, aerospace 38 health monitoring [3] etc. For all these applications, it is essential 39 to interrogate the FBG sensor. Due to the high cost of an optical 40 spectrum analyzer (OSA), it is necessary to develop a cost effective 41 method to extract the wavelength information and thus interrogate 42 the FBG sensor. Some FBG interrogation technologies have been 43 developed such as ratiometric approach [4] , unbalanced Zehnder interferometers [5] and scanning Fabry-Perot filters [6] 45 etc. Among these technologies, ratiometric wavelength measure-46 ment is a simple, high speed and cost effective scheme compared 47 to wavelength scanning based active schemes [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In a ratiomet-48 ric system, the characteristics of the edge filter such as slope and 49 stability will significantly influence the resolution of the system. 50 An FBG has a high stability and a large slope and thus is an ideal de-51 vice for use as an edge filter and recently has been proposed for 52 interrogation of a FBG sensor [9] . In [10] As we know, the FBG normally has a flat top response for the 64 reflective spectrum [13] which is not suitable for use as an edge fil-65 ter. There are several papers concentrating on the design of a trian-66 gular reflective spectrum response of a FBG by using either a 67 covariance matrix adapted evolution strategy algorithm [14] or 68 an accelerated genetic algorithm [15] . These design methods are 69 based on optimisation methods such as simulated annealing and 70 a genetic algorithm which are complicated and time consuming. 71 An inverse scattering method is a precise and computationally effi-72 cient method for FBG design [16] 
or using a linear scale:
where a, b, c and d are constants, and
137 by Eq. (7). By using the parameters of dn eff ðzÞ from (7), we can 143 achieve a designed triangular spectrum response for the FBG. 
Numerical stimulations

145
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the triangular spectrum de-146 sign method above, numerical simulations on FBG were provided.
147
The simulations were based on well-known transfer matrix meth-148 od which was developed by Yamada et al. [20] .
149
As a first pass, we assumed the target spectrum has a log scale we get from (7a) is so large that the reflectivity of the grating is Index modulation 285 and amplitude modulation can be solved from Eqs. (12) and (13) .
301
The amplitude function Q(z) can be minimized by systematically 302 obtaining an optimal set of the phase / m of the constituent gratings 303 as proposed by Kolossovski [23] .
304
As an example, we simulated a four-channel triangular FBG 
311
The calculated results were shown in Fig. 12a -e. 
